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Moir, Lindsay, 1970- In 1993, the world was shocked by the terrible events unfolding in the former Yugoslavia and in Rwanda. As a postgraduate student at the University of Cambridge, about to embark on a PhD, I was aware of those laws which existed for the regulation of 'traditional' wars, fought between sovereign States. Much less of my legal education, however, had been devoted to the rules which exist to regulate civil war, and in particular, to protect the civilian population from the atrocities being routinely committed in Bosnia-Herzegovina and elsewhere, as reported daily by the media. Undertaking an examination of the laws protecting civilians during internal armed conflict therefore seemed to be both a valuable and a timely exercise, especially as the detailed content of those laws and attempts at their enforcement was an area undergoing such rapid development, largely as a result of the conflicts mentioned. This book therefore represents the culmination of the work started in October 1993 and where States consistently demonstrate the political will necessary to achieve the effective enforcement of international law against those who would violate its provisions. Any undertaking such as this necessarily requires assistance from many individuals, only some of whom can be thanked here, but my gratitude is due first and foremost to my PhD supervisor, Christopher Greenwood, now Professor of International Law at the London School of Economics, for his guidance, support and encouragement throughout my studies at Cambridge. Special thanks are also due to Vaughan Lowe, now Chichele Professor of Public International Law at the University of Oxford, who stepped manfully into the role of supervisor during 1994-1995, and whose unstinting encouragement was equally invaluable. John Hopkins of Downing College, Cambridge, and Professor Peter Rowe of Lancaster University proved to be both supportive and insightful examiners, and I am particularly indebted to James Crawford, Whewell Professor of International Law at the University of Cambridge and Series Editor, for his comments on various drafts. I hope that all of the constructive criticisms and suggestions received have enabled me to make this book an improvement upon the original thesis.
Thanks are due to Cambridge University Press, for their acceptance of my manuscript, and for all of their help which has gone towards its publication in this form. Thanks in particular go to Finola O'Sullivan, Diane Ilott and the Press's independent readers. Their support and suggestions for improvement were invaluable and are, I hope, reflected in the final text. Thanks also to Denise Plattner, Véronique Ziegenhagen and Jean Perrenoud of the International Committee of the Red Cross, and to the Press Offices of the International Criminal Tribunals in The Hague and Arusha.
Special thanks must go to Stephen Neff, Bill Gilmore and Adnan Amkhan of the University of Edinburgh who, through their marvellous teaching, first stimulated my interest in international law as a young student, and who encouraged me to go on to postgraduate study. A PhD student's existence can be a solitary one, and so many thanks are due to all of my friends at Pembroke College, Cambridge, for making sure that that was not the case, and for making my time there so rewarding. I would also like to thank all of my colleagues and students, past and present, in the University of Hull Law School, particularly the late Professor Hilaire McCoubrey, for making the transition from student to academic a relatively painless and enjoyable one. 
